Optimizing laparoscopic task efficiency: the role of camera and monitor positions.
Alterations of video monitor and laparoscopic camera position may create perceptual distortion of the operative field, possibly leading to decreased laparoscopic efficiency. We aimed to determine the influence of monitor/camera position on the laparoscopic performance of surgeons of varying skill levels. Twelve experienced and 12 novice participants performed a one-handed task with their dominant hand in a modified laparoscopic trainer. Initially, the camera was fixed directly in front of the participant (0 degrees) and the monitor location was varied between three positions, to the left of midline (120 degrees), directly across from the participant (180 degrees), and to the right of the midline (240 degrees). In the second experiment monitor position was constant straight across from the participant (180 degrees) while the camera position was adjusted between the center position (0 degrees), to the left of midline (60 degrees), and to the right of midline (300 degrees). Participants completed five trials in each monitor/camera setting. The significance of the effects of skill level and combinations of camera and monitor angle were evaluated by analysis of variance (ANOVA) for repeated measures using restricted maximum likelihood estimation. Experienced surgeons completed the task significantly faster at all monitor/camera positions. The best performance in both groups was observed when the monitor and camera were located at 180 degrees and 0 degrees, respectively. Monitor positioning to the right of midline (240 degrees) resulted in significantly worse performance compared to 180 degrees for both experienced and novice surgeons. Compared to 0 degrees (center), camera position to the left or the right resulted in significantly prolonged task times for both groups. Novice subjects also demonstrated a significantly lower ability to adjust to suboptimal camera/monitor positions. Experienced subjects demonstrated superior performance under all study conditions. Optimally, the camera should be directly in front and the monitor should be directly across from a surgeon. Alternatively, the monitor/camera could be placed opposite to the surgeon's non-dominant hand. The suboptimal camera/monitor conditions are especially difficult to overcome for inexperienced subjects. Monitor and camera positioning must be emphasized to ensure optimal laparoscopic performance.